ChapterV

Machines for Pumping and Water Raising

Archimedean

Snail

In ancient times a great deal of irrigation of dry land \\"as done
by raising \\"ater in the archil11edean scre\\" or archimedean snail .
I: ig . 5/ 1 sho\\"s a simplified \"ersion of it that can bc made \ "cry
easily if a long length of flexible plastic tubing call be obtained . I~y
\\"rapping the tubing around a \\"ooden c)"linder to form a spiral
and mounting the axis of the c)'linder in bearings held in a suitable
frame \\"ork of \\"ood or metal , \\"e ha\"e the essential parts of an unusual
t)"pe of pump or \\"ater raising de\"ice.

'I'hc axis of the cylinder needs to bc inclined about 250_3 0 to
the horizontal and the lo\\"er end of the coil of pipe must dip into
\ \ "ater

as the

c ) "linder

is rotated

. \ \ Yater

\ \ "ill

then

bc

forced

up

throuJ!;h the coil by the rotation and emerJ!;e from the top end of the
coil of pipe \\"hencc it can bc allo \\"ed to fall back into the rectangula
tank - not sho\\"n- in \\"hich the model should be mounted .
I{ otation of the \\"hole coil in this model is effected by turning the
crank at the right -hand end , this crank bcinJ!; attached to the axis of
the coil . It should

be remembered

that

the crank

in this

form

\ \ "as

probably not kno \\"n at the time \\"hen the snail pump \\"as in general

use. In those days the operator- usually a sla\'e- turned the drum
by treading \\"ith his feet on steps attached to the spindle \\"hilc
holding \\"ith his hands on a cross-bar fixed to the ground.
In

ancient

times

another

\ "ersion

of the

archimedean

scre \ \ " \ \ "as

used for raising \\"ater. Usually this consisted of a large spiral
scrc\\' that \\"as rotated inside a fixed \\"ooden casing suitably in clincd to the horizontal . Sometimes casing and scre\\" \\"ere
rotated together . In either case the lo \\"er end of the scrc\\' \\"as

immersed in the \\"ater to bc pumped and the \\"ater lifted to a height
equal to the length of the c)'linder multiplied by the sine of the
angle of inclination
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to the horizontal .

SCALE
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IiiJ:;. 5/ 1 Archimcllcan snail
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